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In recen t years, the fighter aircraft designer has been
faced increasingly with the need to present large and var ied
quant ities of information to the pilot in a readi ly assimilab le
form, w ith in th e f ixed confines of the cockpit . One of the
most sign if icant aids to this has been the introduct ion of
the curs ive, or stroke written , head up d isp lay, w hi ch comb in es flight instrumentat ion informat ion w ith the fu ll
range of weapo n aimin g capab iliti es. Thi s is now accepted
as standard equ ipment for all but the simplest groun d
attack and fighter aircraft. A good examp le of a day cursive
H UD is th e F-16 system.
A deve lopment of the standard cursive H UD is the
ra ster night vision HUD, which ca n disp lay imagery from an
electro-opt ica l sensor in raster format, w ith conventional
symbology overlaid . There have been two major fi xed w in g
night vision programmes to date, the US Navy A-7 Corsa ir
F LI R sys tem , and the RAE Farnborough Hunter night low
leve l system , initi all y using low li ght TV,and more recently
FLlR. These systems both use a raster HUD to present an
electro-optica l image of the sce ne in front of th e aircraft to
the pil ot, over laid on the real scene. Tri als have shown conclusively that there are signifi ca nt advantages in displaying

this imagery directly in front of the pilot. sca led one to one
and positioned so that it corresponds w ith the normal daylight sce ne. Presented in this way, the electro-opt ica l image
permits the p il ot to f ly at low level by n ight in fair weather;
it does not however al low co ntinued operat ions in fu ll
IMC co nditions. Because the image seen by ·the pi lot relates
d irect ly to w hat he is used to seeing by day, he can cont inue
to use his norma l day low flying visual cues and technique s
by night, thu s in creas in g safety and decreasin g work load.
Th e signifi ca nce of this deve lopment is th at it all ows
effect ive low leve l operat ions in V MC co nditi ons by night
as we ll as day . As shown in figure 1, in a European w inter
an effecti ve electro-optica l aid ca n in crease capab ility by
200%, from 20% to 60% of t he 24 hour period on average.
Thi s ab ili ty to penetrate hostil e areas at very low leve l at
night is further enhan ce d sin ce the system is tota ll y pass ive,
w ith no em iss ions to forewa rn enemy defences and give
away the aircraft's position.
The other major benefit of such a system is that it
adds to fle x ibility. The use of an elect ro-optica l imaging
system gives a realistic night capab ility to rel ative ly simple
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Figure 1 Central Europe in Winter

day ground attack fighters at a much lowe r cost than any
comparab le active terrain-following system. By the employme,nt of a jud icious mix of si mple single-seat fighters with
night vision systems and more sophi st icated all -weath er
attack aircraft wi th te rrain -f ollow ing systems, the air force
commander is given an optimum comb ination of a large

force of day/night VMC aircraft and a sma ller spec iali sed
f orce of sop hi st icat ed all weather aircraft. T hi s combinat ion
allows th e commander to maintain a rea li st ic capability for
the VMC portion of the day, and to rese rve th e limited
number of expensive all weather aircraft for w hen they are

Converse ly an in crease to 30° az imuth angle eases
target acquisit ion , and req uires an update every 17 m inutes.
In pract ice updates would be required more freq uently
than ind icated above to all ow for error .

rea lly needed.

Th e need for a large vertical field of view is dictated
by a combinat ion of manoeuvring req uirements and operat ional factors. The lower limit of the vertical f ield of v iew
is defi ned by eithe r the sight lin e over the nose, or the
weapon aimi ng re lease point for the highest drag weapon
employed, or the need to provide the pilot w ith an adequate
sig ht lin e for orientat ion and terrain avoidance. The vertica l
field of view ava il ab le defines the upper limi t. As shown in
figure 4 , a 15° vertica l f ield of view, giving an average

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FIELD OF VIEW
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coverage from 12° below the ve loc ity vector to 3° upward
field of view, is adequate for straight and leve l flight. However, as shown in figure 5, when the aircraft is manoeuvred
hard at low leve l, th is upward field of view is transformed
into the look angl e into the turn. A 3° look ang le into the
turn is marginal for ensuring obstac le avoida nce at high turn
rates; the aircraft is consequentl y limited to about 45° of
bank in a steady turn. However, if the vertica l field of view
is increased to 18°, this transposes into a 6° upward look
ang le. This 100% in crease in look angl e means that the aircraft can be turned at large bank ang les with adequate
obstacle avo id ance, as shown in figure 6. Vert ica l field of
view is therefore clear ly cr iti ca l in permitt in g freedom to
manoeuvre hard at low leve l in safety.
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Figure 2 Fields of View achievable for F-16 using Refractive and Diffractive Optics
Widespread exper ience of operati ng at low level by
ni ght using electro-optica l senso rs has been accumul ated on
the US Navy A- 7 and the RAE Hunter. The Hunter is
particularly significa nt, sin ce it is the only fixed-wing aircraft
to have used the night vision se nsor displayed one to one on
a raster HUD as its on ly low f lyi ng aid. This experience has
demonstrated the importa nce of f ie ld of view for a fi xed
forward-looking sensor. As shown in figure 2, a standard
F- 16 cu rsive H UD has an instantaneous field of view of
13.5° in az imuth by gO in elevation. For the Hunter H UD,
0
these figures were increased to 20° by 15 It shou ld be
apprec iated that th is field of view represents the only area
in which the pilot has a view of the "outside wo rld" w hen
flying by night, and conseq uently this HUD display is hi s
only low flying reference. Subjective ex perience indi cates
that thi s latter field of view (20° by 15°) is the app ro x imate
minimum acceptable fo r night low leve l operati ons over a
representative range of operating co ndition s. Thi s op inion
was formed empirically by ea rly trial s using variou s fi eld s
of vi ew and image sca l ing . However there is also no doubt
that a larger field of view in both azimuth and elevation is
highly desirable.

acqu isiti on range of 3 kms, the pilot wi ll have to update his
nav igat ion system at least every 11 minutes. A reduct ion
of th e azimuth field of view to 15° would require an update
every 8 minutes, whi ch wou ld be un acceptab le ope rat ionall y
in most env iro nments.
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Figure 4 HUD Field of View - Straight and Level
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There are two main reasons for want ing a wide field
of view in azimuth . Firstly if t oo narrow a field of view is
used, the pilot will have diffi cu lty in maintaining h is visual
orientation, and in appreciating his in stantaneous relationship with the ground. Thi s forces him to increase his height
above the ground for safety reasons, which in some circumstan ces can exacerbate the lack of orientation. Seco ndly, the
pilot relies on an adequate azimuth field of view to acquire
targets and navigational features, and hence to navigate and
operate effectively. Figure 3 demon strates why. If we assume
a 20° azimuth field of view, a navigation al sy stem drift
rate of 1.5 nauti ca l miles per hour and a target or waypoint

Figure 5 HUD Field of View - Turning Flight
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Figure 3 Significance of Horizontal Field of View
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Figure 6 HUD Field of View - Turning Flight
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Figure 7 Conventional Refractive HUD
However practical considerations in instrument panel and
canopy design dictate that maximum field of view for a
refractive HUD will be limited to about 20° by 15° in a
conventional cockpit. I n order to significantly improve these
figures, a radically new optical approach is necessary, using
diffractive (or holographic) optics. This approach uses
diffraction gratings, which are essentially holograms of
mirror surfaces, made by exposing a photo-sensitive material
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nothing: a surface whi ch transmits 90% of the light hitting
it and yet apparently also reflects to similar value!

In addition to this useful phenomenon such holograms
can, over a fairly limited range of angles, go from reflecting
nearly all I ight of th is phosphor bandwidth to transmitting
(with some change in the angle of incidence), nearly all of
the same I ight. Thus for some angles, a green ray wi 11 reflect
from the hologram whilst at other angles it will pass through
unimpeded. These features allow us to greatly improve the
efficiency of the optical arrangement used.
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It has thus been shown that field of view is critical.
Using a conventional refractive HUD design, field of view is
a function of two primary factors: eye-to-combiner distance,
and collimating exit optic diameter, (see figure 7). In any
given cockpit, the distance from the pilot's eye to the combiner is fixed as the display unit position is effectively
defined by the ejection line. The only way to increase field
of view is therefore to increase the collimating lens diameter.

to an interfering pattern of light produced by that mirror
surface. They can be thought of as semi-silvered mirrors,
such as are produced by conventional optical coatings but
with unique properties. First, they will reflect light only of
a certain bandwidth (i.e. colour). We choose the colour produced by a narrow bandwidth green phosphor on the CRT.
They do, however, reflect this light very efficiently (typically
about 90%). wh ile still allowing all other light to pass straight
through (see figure 8). Because of the narrow bandwidth in
which they operate, white light is effectively transmitted at
about 90%. I n other words we have found one of the rare
conditions in life where we are getting something for

In 1980, the USAF issued a requirement for a wide
angle head up display for the LANTI RN (tow altitude
navigation and targetting by infra red at night) system. This
required a HUD with a hitherto unattainable field of view
to display F LI R information in raster format with conventional symbology overlay . The HUD had to be made in
two versions, for the F-16 and the A-10 aircraft, to give
them a realistic anti-tank night attack capability. Following
a long and detailed evaluation, the design described in this
paper was selected to meet the very demanding requirement. The Wide Angle Raster HUD fully meets the USAF
requirement, and provides an instantaneous field of view of
30° azimuth by 18° elevation, or just four times the field of
view of the existing F-16 HUD.
To achieve th is, the design team had to go back to first
principles. The space envelope available for the HUD was
defined by the ejection line to the rear, the cockpit canopy
above, the glareshield and mounting tray below, and the
instrument panel cut-out laterally. The team considered a
number of optical configurations to meet this requirement
(figure 9).

On the left is a class of diffraction optics we have
designated 'off-ax is'. I t represents one of the earl iest attempts
to apply the technology in the most direct way but it
suffers from a number of penalties. The curvature of the
combiner in such a system provides the principal collimating
function but is too great to allow the use of a planar doublet
to sandwich the diffraction coating. The necessary protection is provided by two pieces of curved glass which
reduce the thickness of the element and thus its weight to
an acceptable level. The curved combiner not only introduces certain practical manufacturing problems but also
contributes to the apparent distortion of the real world
seen through it. However, the three major drawbacks are
more immediately apparent: the lower mirror tends to
intrude into the ejection clearance path, restricting how
close the combiner may be brought to the pilot and hence
limits the FoV available; a further restriction in elevation is
contributed by the windshield clearance, reducing the
further forward the combiner is located; and the large off
axis angle causes very large optical aberrations. It is impossible to reduce the off-axis angle in th is configuration
since to do so would shift the combiner even further from
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Figure 8 Reflectance/Transmission Properties of Holograms
Figure 9 Alternative Optical Designs

the pilot. The intrinsic aberration must be corrected by
introducing compensating aberrations in the hologram itself
and in a complex relay lens. Such a design still has problems
since it is only practicable to correct an inherently highly
aberrated system for one eye position, the view from a
different eye position will remain highly aberrated.

condition where the CRT would fit back into the location
available for it. This optical system uses a combination of
three holographic surfaces to present the imagery to the
pilot (see figure 11). This leaves the collimating element
back on the ejection line, which ensures maximum vertical
field of view, since the canopy is highest there. It also maximises the azimuth field of view by keeping the collimating
element as close as possible to the pilot's eye . Two further
advantages are that the radius of curvature of the collimating
element is large, allowing it to be sandwiched between two
planar elements, and that the small angle of inciden ce and
long focal length dramatically reduce the abberations
present in the off-axis systems. This design does not suffer
from the sun reflecting off the rear surface which can create
a problem with the 'Iensless' design, and it embodies the
principal advantages of the quasi-axial design class. The
diffraction surfaces do not require 'power', allowing them
to be made easi Iy, wh i le residual aberrations are compensated
in a simple relay lens. The cross section of the body of the
HUD mounted behind the instrument panel is small in both
height and width, simplifying in stallation in a wide variety
of cockpits. Full advantage of this economy in the use of
prime panel real estate can be taken in new cockpit designs,
allowing the instrument immediately beneath the HUD to
be located much higher than might otherwise be possible.

By comparison with the off-ax is systems, the other
class, termed quasi-axial, have much reduced critical angle
of incidence for reflection. Aberrations are min imal and do
not require compensat in g aberrations in the diffraction
coating itself: the limited corrections necessary can be
implemented in a simpl e relay lens. Indeed, in the case of
the system on the right of figure 9, no relay lens at all is
provided and the residual errors in the unaberrated design ,
although slightly larger than desirable for high accuracy
HUD, are acceptable for certain applications. Such 'Iensless'
designs have been built and evaluated .
The central system of figure 9 of course represents
the Wide Angle Raster H UD which is the subject of th is
paper. If the collimating element is placed on the corner of
the glareshield at the intersection with the ejection safety
line, one can achieve the biggest field of view with the
smallest possible si ze of coil imating element (figure 10).
This optical system, however, requires the CRT image to
enter from the pilot's side. This is not readily achieved as
we have already moved next to the ejection line. Our team
evolved therefore a method of folding the light around,
using a variety of flat mirror-type surfaces, to achieve a

A number of snags remained with this approach, however . First, as the various opt ical rays are always off-axis to
the co llimating element, a complex relay lens was required
to position the image of the CRT in a position where it
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Figure 11 Quasi Axial Optical System
would be truly infinitely-focussed by the co llimating
element. Secondly, it is necessary to minimise distortions
due to being off the true optical axis.
The main remaining difficulty was that. with conventional refractive optical coatings, whi 1st the design would
work theoretically, its efficiency would be complete ly un-
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acceptable (about. 2%) . Under such conditions, a pilot would
be quite unable to see the CRT image against the outside
world background and his view of the outside world would
also be attenuated . However, the ability to use holograms
(or, to be more technically precise, diffraction gratings),
instead of conventional reflective coatings, transforms the
situation and makes the whole optical layout feasible.

HOLOGRAM MANUFACTUR
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Figure 10 Idealised Optical Configuration

All methods of manufacturing holograms involve exposing a thin film of photosensit ive dichromated gelatine to
two coherent beams of laser light. Due to the coherent
nature of the incident beams, a series of interference fringes
are formed throughout the depth of the gelatine film.
During the developing process, these fringes are converted
to planes of high and low refractive index para ll el to the
film surface, thus producing a diffraction grating. To a first
approximation the refractive index change between adjacent
planes is sinusoidal. The designer can specify the characteristics he requires from the hologram, determining the critical
angle of reflection and the ·frequency· resp'onse of the holographic surface . It is thus possible to make rays reflect
from holograms at angles which are not the direct reflection
of their incidence angle. Indeed, the effect of such altered
reflection angles can be controlled across the area of a
hologram. Such optical shaping or power characteristics
would create an aberrated hologram .

If we elect to use an off-axis system, we have to
produce aberrated holograms in the optical system . This
would require the laser beam we use for hologram exposure
to be split into two and brought together again to interfere
on the element under exposure - see figure 12. With a
sizeable difference in the two path lengths, a controlled
wavelength difference can exist in the two beams. The total
energy which can be put into the element being exposed
however, would be low imd the exposure time therefore
fairly long (of the order of 20 minutes). The problem of
holding two beams · stable to fractions of a wavelength over
such a time would be considerable .
If however we use a quasi-axial optical system, then
we do not need to use aberrated holograms. This allows the
use of a greatly simp lified manufacturing process, as shown
in figure 13. This process achieves the necessary interfe'rence
pattern by a single beam of light, back-reflection from a
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Although for obvious reasons the optical design of
the Wide Angle Raster system has attracted the most
attention, it is only one part of the overa ll system. Electronic
and software design are equa lly important in ensuring
operational effectiveness, ease of manufacture, and rei iab i Iity
and maintainability.

In particular, maximum use has been made of the important design standards evolved by the United States Air
Force. The three MI L standards making up the so ca lled
"TRIAD" have been successfully brought together, for the
first time, in this equipment. These are:-

/:
BEAM EXPANDER
AND SPATIAL FILTER
COLLIMATING
LENS

MI L-STD-1553B
Standardised Electronic Data Highway. This reduces
aircraft wiring and would enab le additional equipments
to be installed in an aircraft more flexibly.

Figure 12 Pr.oduction of Reflection Holograms Using Separated Beams

mirror in close contact w ith a element being exposed. Fringes
are then created by the interference of incident and reflected rays. This technique also all ows an order more laser
energy to be focussed into the element, drastical ly reducing
exposure time and stabil ity requirements to a level where
they no longer create manufacturing yield prob lems.
The quasi-axial WARHUD thus provides the largest

pract icable instantaneous field of view without impact to
the cockpit installation, provides transmission and ref lection
characteristics superior to convent ional HUDs, and allows
straightforward hologram manufacturing techniques to be
used. Interestingly enough, in addition to its other virtues
and almost as a side effect, it rejects the bulk of sunlight
reflections which can cause prob lems with other H UD
designs, both refractive and diffractive.
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Figure 13 Hologram Generation Using Back Reflection

MI L-STD-1750
Standardised Computer Architecture, ensuring compatibility with international high level language
development such as ADA.

MIL-STD-1589A
Standardised Jovial J73 Computer language, to allow
ready support or modification by the USAF during
the life of the system. Pending the long term availability of ADA, Jovial J73 will be the standard USAF
language.

The equipment makes use of a wide variety of "stateof-the-art" electron ic devices; large scale memory, programmable array logic and microprocessors and includes
many custom designed hybrid micro circuits. To improve
maintainability, it comprises convenient replaceable modules,
which also ease manufacture. The raster requirement for
the night scene demands that a different approach be adopted
from the usual daytime slow speed high brightness cursive
scan. Two basic alternatives are possible, bearing in mind
that the CRT has one gun and can carry out on ly one display
task at a time. Either the daytime symbo logy must be converted to a synchronised raster video and mixed electronically
with the sensor video prior to display or the comp lete night
symbology must be written at high speed in the on ly avail able time, the vertical retrace period of the raster. In the
event, the latter approach has been preferred because of the
overall economy of having a single symbol generation technique, albeit one with a night mode writing requirement
some eleven times faster than the day mode, and because
of the consistency in the high quality of the symbo logy
achieved by this means. Special features are included to
reduce the power dissipation normally implied by a high
bandwidth deflection ampl ifier design.

A frequent HUD requirement is to provide a colli mated depressible stand by sight, available in the event the
electronic system fails, and totally independent of it,
although the case for such a sight is reduced as improved
technology extends equipment reliability. The most successful method of injecting the standby reticle into the optical
path has been used on a very large number of conventiona l
H UDs, A-7D/E, A-4M, F-16, etc. A red reticle image is
injected via a dichroic beam splitter. It is particularly
efficient because it reflects most of the red light without
significant attenuation of the green CRT light. With a
diffraction H UD that only operates at a very narrow band
of green wavelengths a different approach is necessary. The
obvious technique using a neutral density beam splitter and
a green standby reticle is inefficient because it would cause
sig nifi cant attenuation of both light sources. As a result, the
Wide Angle Raster HUD can be provided with an electronically generated stand by sight using a microprocessor in the
Display Unit. Its operation is completely independent of
the separate main Symbol Generator Unit.

To relieve- the pilot of the manual tasks associated
with display brightness and contrast contro l, particularly
when he is flying low at night, beneath cloud or in bright
moonlight, an advanced autobrilliance control is provided,
sharing the same microprocessor as the stand by sight. Where
current day HUDs provide automatic contro l over 3 decades
of ambient scene brightness, the WARHUD contro l extends
this through a further 2 decades, down to a 1 foot lambert
n ight scene. Clearly it would be quite unreasonable to expect
a pilot already trying to cope with multiple comp lex tasks
to also be concerned with anything quite so mundane but
nevertheless potentially disturbing.

The HUD camera recorder presents problems with
any diffraction HUD . Because of the limited range of positions from which the display can be seen, the recorder
cannot be mounted in the conventiona l position, look ing
through the combine r glass. T o see the display satisfactori ly,
it needs to be co-located with the pilot's head. The o nly
really viabl e alternative is to provide a scan conver ted version
of the display symbo logy , achieved relatively efficient ly
using currently available digital technology. The synchroni sed
raster video output is then mixed electronica lly with either
a CTVS camera video, now mounted forward of the combiner, in the day mode, or the sensor video at night. The
mixed video is passed to an airborne VTR with all the
attendant benefits of this now wide ly preferred recording
method.

Another interesting implication of the wide angle
HUD design is that it allows the normally closely clustered
H UD symbols to be distributed over the larger FoV, reducing
display clutter.

OPERATIONAL APPLlCATIO S

A-10 LANTIRN HUD

F-16 LANTIRN HUD

F-16 Development Installation

The Wide Angle Raster HUD system was originally
developed to meet a specific requirement for a wide angle
night vision retrofit system. As such it required a flexible
optical system, which makes it readily adaptable to fit into
a wide variety of existing aircraft cockpits. Preliminary
design studies have shown it to be suitable for installation,
for example, in the Jaguar, Tornado, Harrier, F-18, A-7
and F-15 aircraft, as well as the F-16 and A-l0. As such it
can be applied to a number of different roles.
There are three main mission applications: night
ground attack or interdiction, day ground attack and day
air combat. In each of these missions the use of a wide angle
HUD offers many advantages. As already discussed, in the
night low level mission a wide angle HUD eases pilot workload, improves the manoeuvrability potential and reduces
the navigation up-date requirement.
For daylight ground attack, a wide angle HUD offers
two advantages. Firstly it allows target acquisition and

attack within a wide azimuth coverage. This permits use of
a target cueing system with a F LI R or laser marked target
seeker over a significantly greater field of view. It can also
make attacks from a turn on a laterally displaced target
practicable. Studies have already been made of the possibilities of such an attack system which show considerable
potential for the future. Secondly, the wide angle H UD
allows the symbology to be spread wider, decluttering the
display and enabling the displaying of more symbology if
required.

Finally, a wide angle HUD is of considerable benefit
in air combat. The latest missiles have a large aim-off capabi!ity against a manoeuvring target. To take full advantage
of this, the HUD needs to display the missile seeker head
circle scaled one to one, together with a target indicator
driven by the radar. Only a H UD with a large field of view,
particularly in the aircraft's vertical axis, can give this
display capability.

CONCLUSION

The requirement for the wide angle HUD originated
in the need for a capable system for displaying electrooptical sensor information. This demands a very wide angle
raster HUD, with good display quality, displaying the imagery
scaled one to one in front of the pilot and overlaid on the
outside scene. The new Wide Angle Raster HUD achieves
this without the loss or degradation of the normal day HUD

facilities. The first development models have now been
delivered, and demonstrate the capability of this system.
Although originally conceived to meet the night vision
requirement for ground attack aircraft, the Wide Angle
H UD has great potential for retrofit to a wide variety of
existing aircraft to give them a much more capable day
HUD system as well as a fully realistic night capability.
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